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(Rewired 19 May 1975: recised 8 December 1975) 
LET A be any associative ring with identity. In algebraic K-theory it is useful to know whether 
the chain of homomorphisms 
eventually stabilizes to a sequence of isomorphisms. For homology with integer coefficients D. 
Quillen recently proved such a stability result for fields with at least three elements, and, more 
generally, for any local ring A. However, in the local ring case the stability range seemed to 
depend on n and on A. The purpose of this note is to extend his methods to get a stability theorem 
depending only on n and not on A. Such a result is a useful tool in computing the continuous 
algebraic K-theory of a compact discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero and finite residue 
field. For homology with rational coefficients, A. Bore1 has proved stability when A is the ring of 
integers in a number field[2]. 
If G is a discrete group, let H,(G) be the homology of G with coefficients in a fixed but 
arbitrary algebraically closed field. 
THEOREM. Let A be a local ring and let n 2 0. 
(a.) If d > n + 1 and m 2 0 satisfy m/d > 2n - 1, then 
H,,(GL(md, A))+H,(GL((m + I)d, A)) 
is slujective. 
(P,,) If d 3 n +2 and III ~0 satisfy m/d >2n, then 
H,,(GL(md, A))-tH,(GL((m + l)d, A)) 
is injectice. 
As a consequence from the Bockstein homology exact sequence for 0 + Z --* Q -+ Q/Z j 0 we 
have 
COROLLARY. For homology with integer coeficients 
K(GL(md, AN-+K(GL((m + IMA)) 
is an isomorphism provided d 2 n + 3 and m 2 0 satisfy m/d > 2n + 3. 
51. THE SPACE OF UNIMODULAR VECTORS 
Let P be a finitely generated projective module over A. A sequence of vectors (p,, . . . , pk) in 
P is unimodular provided the map A’ + P given by (a,, . . . , ar)+C clipi is an injection onto a 
direct summand. Let d > 0. Let Un,(P) be the simplicial complex whose k-simplices are ordered 
(k + I)-tuples (co,. . , a,) where each vi is itself an ordered sequence of exactly d vectors in P 
such that the resulting sequence of (k + 1). d vectors in P is unimodular. AutA (P) acts on the left 
of Un,(P) by the formula 
(Y.(uo,..., Vk) = ((Y(uo), . . . 1 a(G)), 
where if u =(p,,.. . , pd) is a unimodular d-tuple then (Y(V) = (a(~,), . . . , a(~*)). 
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PROPOSITIOX 1. Lef A be a local ring and let rank P = md. Then Un,(P) is [m/d -2]- 
connected. 
When d = 1 the definition of Un(P) and the proposition are due to Quillen, who conjectured 
moreover that Un(P) is (f-rank P) -(r + 2) connected if A is a commutative ring of KruII 
dimension r. As special cases of this conjecture there are the “classical” theorems of Serre and 
Bass[l, Chap. IV]: if f-rank P > r, then Un(P) is non-empty; if f-rank P > r + 1, then Un(P) is 
connected. 
Proof. Our argument showing that Un,(P) is connected and simply connected assumes 
d 5 2. The case d = 1 is left as an exercise. The remainder of the proof is essentially that of M. 
Kervaire for Theorem 1.10 of [3]. Recall that if (p,, . . . , pn) is a collection of vectors in P such 
that their reductions p,, . . . , ,ci,, module the maximal ideal / C A are linearly independent in 
~=POAi\/~~(A/~)md,then(p,,..., pn) is a unimodular sequence in P. Also P = Amd. See 
[l, Chap. III, Proposition (2.12) and Corollary (2.13)]. 
First we show Un,(P) is connected whenever 0 < (m Id) - 2, i.e. 2d c m. Let u = (u,, . . . , ud) 
and 11’ = (,ts,, . . , wd) be two vertices of Un,(P). Thus (u,, . . . , ud) and (w,, . . . , wd) are 
unimodular sequences. Let 0 = (V,, . . . , &;I) and I = (W,, . . . , W,,) be their reductions mod /r. 
Since m . d 2 3d we can find a sequence 11 = (ti,, . . . , id) of linearly independent vectors in p 
such that both the sequences (V,, . . . , Ed, il,, . , iid) and (@,, . . . , Gdr El,. . . , I&) are collections 
of 2d linearly independent vectors. Choose liftings ui E P of the tii and let u = (u,, . . . , ud). 
Then (u, u) and (II, w) are I-simplices giving a path in Un,(P) from u to w. 
If u’o, . * . ( ck is a sequence of vertices in Un,(P), let [ uo, . . . , uk] denote the A -submodule of P 
generated by all the vectors appearing in the ui and let [uO,. . . , uk] be its image in p. 
Next we show Un,(P) is simply connected provided 1~ (m/d)-2, i.e., 3d s m. The 
argument is by induction: any loop consisting of n edges is homotopic to one with at most n - 1 
edges. This is clearly true for n = 2. For n = 3, let u, 11, w be consecutive vertices in the loop 
y = (u, u) * (u, w) * (w, u). Consider the reductions 6, ii, D in P. Since md > 4d there is a d-tuple 
? of linearly independent vectors in p such that V U .Y, 17 U f 3 U 2 are collections of linearly 
independent vectors. Lift Z to a d-tuple z in P. Then (u, u, z), (11, w, z), and (w, u, z) are all 
2-simplices in Un,(P); so the cone on y maps into Un,(P). The induction step is completed by 
showing that for any path y with three edges between consecutive vertices K, u, w, and x, it is 
possible to find a vertex z so that y is homotopic keeping u and x fixed to the path 
y’ = (11, z)*(z, x). Write p = G 0 U 0 [ 
- 
u, w,x] where [u, u, w,x] = U @[u, w,x] and U C [ul. 
Let p = dim G and I = dim U. Then dim [u, w, xl s 3d so p + r 3 d. Now write [u, u, WI = F @ - - - 
[c, w] = [u, v]@ F’ where F C [u] and F’ C m. Since dim [u, u] = dim [u, WI = 2d, dim F = 
dim F’. Also, dim F adim U so dim F’ adim U. Choose r linearly independent vectors 
at,..., d, E U and similarly for 6,, . . , 6 E F’. Let El,. . . , cd_, be linearly independent in G. 
Lift di to ai, 6, to bi, and Ei to ci in P. Let z = (a, + b,, . . . , a, + b,, cl,. . . , cd-,). This is a 
unimodular sequence and moreover each of (u, u, z), (u, w, z), and (w, x, z) is a 2-simplex Of 
Un,(P). This yields the required reduction in length of y. 
By Hurewicz theorem it remains to show H,(Und(P)) = 0 for 0 < k s (m/d) - 2. AS the 
argument parallels Kervaire’s so closely we will just indicate the necessary changes following the 
notation of [3]. 9 is the set of all simplices of Un,(P). For 1 s 1 G m define the subset 9, C 9 as 
follows: Choose a basis el, . . . , emd for P and let Q, = (ecl-,,d+,r. . , erd). Then 97 is the set of all 
simplices (co, u,, . . . , II*) such that 
[uo,. . I u,l n ([Q,, . . . , Q4 + 7) = 4 
for every non-zero vector 9 E [Q,]. Note that (u,,, . . . , a) E 97 implies (Q,, UO, . . . , it) is a 
(k + 1)-simplex. Since each simplex of Un,(P) is provided with an orientation, the homology of 
Un,(P) is computed from the chain complex whose group C, of k-chains is the free abelian 
group on the k-simplices. If 11 E C, has supp u C 9’l define ZU E C,+I by (T~u) 
(Q,u~,u,,...,u~)=u(uO.U, . . . . , uk) and zero otherwise. If k a 1, then T,a + JT, = id on 9, n Ck. 
The proof of the Lemma in [3] goes through essentially verbatim, and as in [3] we are reduced to 
showing that any k chain for k s (m/d) - 2 has support in 8, U . . . U Y,,,. For this it suffices to 
show any k-simplex (uO,. . . , uk) lies in 9, U . . . U 9,. Suppose to the contrary that for each 
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1 s 1 cm there is a non-zero vector ql E [Q[] and a vector p, E [Q,, . . , QIdl] with 
pl + 41 E [Lb. . . 1 ck]. Here p, = 0. Then the vectors ql, p2+ q2,. . , p_ + q,,, are linearly 
independent in P and span a subspace of dimension m in [co,. . . , ck] which has dimension 
(k + 1). d. But this is impossible since k s (m/d) - 2 implies (k + 1)d < m. 
81. PROOF OF THE MALV THEOREM 
Let A’ = Md(A) be the ring of d x d matrices over A. There is a natural isomorphism 
GL(m,A’)= GL(md, A) so we must show H,(GL(m, A’))-+H,(GL(m + 1, A’)) is injective 
and surjective as claimed. To do this it suffices to show H,(GL(m + 1, A’), GL(m, A’)) vanishes 
in a certain range. Here if K C G is a subgroup, then we let H,(G, K) = H,(BG, BK). From 
now on all homology groups will be with coefficients in a fixed but arbitrary algebraically closed 
field k. For simplicity of notation let 
and 
G, = CL (m. A ‘) 
where N,.,-, is the set of s x m - s matrices over A’. 
The idea of the proof is that whenever a discrete group G acts on a highly connected complex 
there is a well-known spectral sequence converging to zero which gives information about H,(G) 
in a certain range. Applying this to G, = GL(md, A) acting on Un,(A”d) and then comparing 
the spectral sequences upon stabilization-or more precisely constructing a relative spectral 
sequence-yields the vanishing of H,(G,,,+,, G,) by an inductive argument. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose n + 1 s d and n - 1 G (m /d) - 2. Then there is a spectral sequence 
converging to zero with El,, = H,(GL+,, G,,‘) for OSs Sn + 1 and OS1 Sn. 
Proof. If a group G acts on k-vector spaces M and N on the right and left respectively let 
M&N denote their tensor product as modules over k[G]. 
Recall that for a discrete group G acting on an acyclic complex L, = {L,},,O of vector spaces 
over k, the spectral sequence El, = H,(G; L,) converging to zero is obtained from the bicomplex 
L, OG E, G where E, G = {E,G},,,, is any acyclic resolution of k by free k [G l-modules E,G : 
the horizontal filtration gives a spectral sequence with E:, = H,(L,) Oc E, = 0 converging to 
H,+,(L. oc E,G) and the vertical filtration gives a spectral sequence converging to the same 
group with EA., = H,(G; L,). Now suppose G is a subgroup of G’ and L; = {L:},,,, is an acyclic 
complex of vector spaces over k on which G’ acts. Let L, -+ L; be an equivariant map. Then 
there is a spectral sequence converging to zero such that El,, is the tth homology of the mapping 
cone of the chain complex 
L, @,E*G+L:@&G’. (2.2) 
To get this spectral sequence let L,, = {L,,,} be the bicomplex L, aGE,G and similarly for 
L ;* = {L:,}. Form the bicomplex M,, = {M.9.1} where each vertical column s = constant is the 
mapping cone of (2.2) and the horizontal boundary operators are those induced by the horizontal 
boundaries in L,, and L;,. Recall that if 4: C, + C; is a chain map, the mapping cone is the 
complex which is C,_, 0 Cb in degree 4 and has boundary operator &: C,,_, @CL- C,_2 OC;_, 
defined by a,(c, c’) = (-a,_,(c), 4(c)+ a:(~‘)). See [5, pp. 166 and 1911. Thus for M,, to be a 
bicomplex in the sense of [4, p. 3401 it is necessary to change each of the horizontal boundary 
maps in L;, to their negatives. By definition the spectral sequence for the vertical filtration of 
M,, has 
E:., 3 K+, (M,,) (2.3) 
where EL, is the t th homology of the mapping cone of (2.2). With respect to the horizontal 
filtration we have 
E:,=(K(L.) @GE,-,G) 0 (H,(L;) OG,E,G’)=O 
converging also to H,+,(M,,). Hence (2.3) converges to zero. 
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Now in our situation the homology of the mapping cone of (2.2) turns out to be 
E1.t = H,(G’,+,, G,‘). To see this let L, be the complex 
OtktCocC,t~ . -+C”_,CC”CZ”+-0 
where C, is the group of s-chains of Und(A”“) with coefficients in k and Z” is the group of 
n-cycles. Let L; be the similar complex for Un,(A (m+‘)d). Since n - 1s (m/d) - 2, both L, and 
L: are acyclic by Proposition 1. The group G, acts transitively on the (s - 1) simplices of 
Un,(A”“) and the stabilizer of a simplex is just G,‘. Therefore C,_, is the induced module 
C,_, = k@,_s k[G,], and similarly C:_, = k @a;+, k[G,+,]. Now Shapiro’s Lemma[7] says 
that 
H,(G,;L,)=H,(G,;Cs-J 
=H,(Gm;kOo~kk[GmI) 
= Ht (G,‘). 
Thus the chain map k &A E, G,,,’ -+ L, &, E, G, is a homology equivalence and the same is 
true for k @a;+, E,GL+,+ L:&,,+, E,G,,,+,. Therefore EJ., = H,(Gl+l, G,‘) for 0s t c n and 
O<s<n+l. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose V and W are k-vector spaces on which a group G acts. Let 
0 c v, c *.* C V, = V be a filtration preserved by G such that the action induced on each 
Vi1 Vi_, is the sum of non-trivial characters a : G + k *. Suppose G acts trivially on W and let 
f: V-, W be an equivariant k-vector space homomorphism. Then f = 0. 
See the Appendix to [6] or [6, 061. For completeness we indicate the argument. Suppose 
f( Vi_,) = 0 and let z E Vi. Write z =x + y where y E Vi_, and the projection of x into Vi/Vi_, 
has exactly one non-zero component in the direct sum decomposition Vi/V,-, = @ V, into 
DI 
eigenspaces V, for the characters (I: G --) k *. The case when x projects to something having 
more than one non-zero component reduces to this by induction. Since Q is non-trivial there is a 
g E G so that cu(g) + 1. Then 
(l-a(g))f(z)=f(g.z-a(g)z) 
=f(g.x+g.y-cr(g)x-a(g)Y) 
=f(g.x-a(g)x+g.y-a(g)y) 
Z-Z 0 
because g . x - cu(g)x projects to zero in Vi/Vi_, so that g . x - a(g)x + g . y - a(g)y E Vi-,. 
Since 1 - a(g) $0 we have f(z) = 0. 
According to Quillen’s Lemma in [6, Appendix] there is an order D in a number field of degree 
d over Q such that if N is any Abelian group that is also a D-module and H,(N), computed 
with coefficients in the algebraically closed field k, is equipped with the corresponding action of 
D*, then 
H,(N) decomposes as the direct sum of eigenspaces for non-trivial characters 
a:D*-,k* provided O<t<d. (2.5) 
This together with (2.4) will be used in the proof of the main theorem to show certain 
differentials vanish in the spectral sequence (2.1) under the inductive hypothesis that (cu,) and (8,) are 
true for O<r<n-1. 
Consider the action of D* on G,” defined as follows: 
Choosing a basis of d elements for D gives a ring homomorphism p : D + M,(Z) + Md(A ). If 
A E D* and g E G,‘, let A act on g by conjugation by the matrix 
P(A) 
0 I*.* I0 p(h) I,.-, (2.6) 
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The action of A on an element of the (Abelian) 
is the restriction of the left D-module structure on N,,,,_, given by left multiplication of A on the 
rows. The group D* acts on the spectral sequence Ei,,(m --s)= H,(G,-,: H,(N,,,‘)) j 
H,,,(G,“). Since the action of D* is trivial on G,_, we see from (2.5) that, as observed in 
Quillen’s Appendix to [6], the EE,4 term decomposes as a direct sum of eigenspaces for non-trivial 
characters (Y : D* * k * provided 0 < 4 < d. Similarly for the spectral sequence Ei.,(m + 1 - s) = 
H,(G,+,-,; H,(NH+,)) + H,+,(GZ,,+J. According to [8, No. 31 there is a spectral sequence 
E;., 3 H,+,(Gfn+,, G,“) 
such that we have an exact sequence 
(2.7) 
. . .--*E;,,(m + I-s)+E;,,+E;_,,,(m -s)-E;_,.,(tn + 1 --s)-+. . . . 
Thus we have ,?$,= H,(G,+,_,, G,_,) and, by naturality of the D* action, we see that for 
0 < 4 < d there is a filtration 0 = V, C V, C Vz = E$,, such that Vi/ vi_, is the direct sum of 
eigenspaces corresponding to non-trivial characters D* -+ k *. The D* action commutes with the 
differentials in the spectral sequence (2.7); so finally we obtain a filtration 
O=V,C V,C VzC...C Vz, c Vz,+,=H,(G;n+,,G,‘) (2.8) 
such that Vz,+,/Vz, = H,(G,,+,-r. G,,_,) on which D* acts trivially and such that for 1 =S i ~2r 
and r < d the quotient Vi/Vi-, is the sum of eigenspaces of nontrivial characters D*-+ k*. The 
formula for VZ,+,/VZ, holds because the natural homomorphism (GL,,, G,“)-+(G,+,-,r, G,,-,) of 
pairs of groups splits yielding ET0 = ES,,, = H,(G,,+,_s, G,,,_,). 
One of the principal steps in the proof of the main theorem is 
LEMMA 2.9. Assume (c+.) and (pt) are true for 0 s k s n - I. Let d 2 n + 1 and m 2 0 satisfy 
(m Id) > 2n - I. Then in the spectral sequence (2.1) the differentials d’ : El,, -S+, + E& vanish for 
Zcs<n+l. 
Proof. Let M,, be the double complex used to obtain (2. I) and, for a fixed s, let h4; * be the 
truncated complex with Mz,, = M0.4 for 0 c p s s and Mi,, = 0 for s < p. Let ‘E;.4 be the spectral 
sequence obtained from M; *. The natural inclusion M; * induces a commutative diagram 
‘E:.,-,+I d’ ‘E;., 
Y 
I I 
E:,-,+, A EL, 
where (Y is surjective. Hence to show d’ vanishes in (2.1) it suffices to show d’: ‘E:.,-,+, +‘E& 
vanishes. 
For A E D* let h denote the matrix (2.6). Define the action of A on an element a 0 x @ y in 
L, OG, EqGm = k Oc;,~ k[G. IO E/X by 
6, 
A.(a@x@y)=a@Ax@y. (2.10) 
Similarly A acts on Lb &, +, E,G, +, . In the complex M; * the action of A clearly commutes with 
the vertical differential Mi.,+ Mi,_,. It also commutes with the horizontal boundary 
K.‘? -tM;-,.,. To see this it suffices to show the action of A on L, given by A (a ax) = a @ h; 
commutes with the differential a: L, + L,_, provided p =S s. A similar argument works for 
a: L;+L;_,. To describe a in terms of the isomorphism of right k[G,,] modules 
L, = k @G_Pk[G,] it suffices to compute a(a @ 1). Let {el, . . , e,,,,} be a basis for Amd and let 
-5 = {ekd+,. . . , e,,,,,,} for 0 s k c m - 1. Then (Eo,. . . , E,_,) is the standard p-simplex for L, 
p--l 
anda(E,,,... , E,_,) = C (-i)‘(E,,, . . 
P-l 
. , Ei_!, Ei+,, . , E,_,). Hence we have a(a @ 1) = C a @ 
i-0 i=o 
(-l)iui(p), where ui(p) is a permutation matrix on at most s letters (p s s) taking the standard 
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(p - I)-simplex (E,, . . . , E,-z) to (I%, . . . , Ei-,, I?,+,, . . , I?,_,). The matrix h commutes with 
each u,(p) so 
P--L 
A . d(a @ 1) = 2 a @(-1)57&7) 
i=o 
P-l 
= 2 a O(-lhl(P)h 
= a(0 Oh). 
Hence the action of h commutes with a and so it commutes with the differential in the double 
complex M; *. This yields an action of A on the spectral sequence ‘EL, commuting with the 
differentials. Under the identification ‘Ei, = H,(GP,+,, Gmp) it is well-known [4; Chap. XI, $91 
that the action induced by (2.10) is the same as the action given by conjugation by the matrix (2.6). 
Now consider the term ‘EJ.,_,+, = H,_,+,(GL+,, G,‘) where 2~ s c n + 1. Since d 9 n + 1 this 
group is filtered compatibly as in (2.8) with the D* action so that VZ(n-J+L)+,/VZ(n--r+~)~ 
Hn-.+,(Gm+,--,, G,-,). The condition (m Id) > 2n - 1 implies (m - s)/d 2 (m ld) - 12 2n - 11 
2(n - s + 1) for 2 < s < n + 1. Since also d 2 n + 12 (n - 1) + 2, we conclude from the inductive 
hypothesis that Hn-,+l(G,+l-,, G,,,-,) = 0. Hence ‘I?:,,-,+, is filtered by the Vi in such a way that 
the trivia1 character never appears in the eigenspace decomposition of Vi/V,-l. Since the D* 
action commutes with the differentials, ‘E:.,-,+, inherits a filtration with the same property. On 
‘EA., = H,(Gm+,, CT,,,) the action of D* is trivial as it comes from conjugation by the matrix 
i E G,,,. Hence D* also acts trivially on ‘Ei.,. From Lemma 2.4 we see that d’: ‘EZ.,-,+I +‘E& 
vanishes. 
Now we complete the proof of the main theorem by showing that (at) and (P*) for 
0 < k =z n - 1 imply (a,) which then implies (pm). 
In the spectral sequence (2.1) the differential d’: El.,+ EA., is just the homomorphism 
i,: H,(GL,+,, Gm’)-+ H,(Gm+,, G,) induced by the inclusion i: (CL,,, G,‘)+(G,+,, G,). Let 
i,: H,(G,, G,-d-, Hn(Gm+I, G,) be induced by the inclusions (G,,G,-,)+(GL+l, G,‘)-, 
(G,+,, G,). Since d > n + 1, the D* action via the matrix (2.6) for s = 1 gives rise to a filtration of 
EEn(GA,+,, G,‘) as in (2.8) so that the trivial character only appears in VZncl/VZn z K(G,, G,-4. 
Since the action is trivial on H,(G,+,, G,) we apply Lemma 2.4 to conclude that 
image i, = image j*. (2.11) 
Under the inductive assumptions, Lemma 2.9 shows the differentials d’: Et,.-,+t + Ei., vanish 
for 2 < s < n + 1. That the spectral sequence converges to zero implies i, is surjective; hence so 
is j* by (2.11). Observe that the two inclusions G, + G,,, and Cm + G,‘+ Cm+, induce the Same 
map on homology because they are conjugate. Also we have (m - 1)/d > 2(n - 1). A diagram 
chase of 
H,(G,)-+ H,(G,, Cm-,)+ Hn-,(G,-1): Hn-dGm) 
H.(G,+,)-+H,(G,+t, 6) 
I 
now shows that H,(G,+,, G,) = 0. This gives (a,). To get (&) construct a spectral sequence as 
in(2.1)usingtheacyc1iccomp1exesL,=0~k~C~~~~~~C,~C~+~~~~+~~0forUn~~~““) 
and L; =O+-k.+C$--. . -+-C+C~+,cZ~+,tO for Und(A’“‘““). For 0~s <n +? and 
Ostsn+l we have E:,=H,(GL+I, G,‘). The condition (m/d) > 2n implies (m - s)/d > 
2n - 13 2((n + 1) - (s - 1)) - 1 > 2(n - (S - 1)) for 2 s S s n + 2. 
Hence the condition d a n + 2, the truth of (a,) just established, and the inductive hypothesis 
allow us to argue as above to show that the differentials d’: E:(,,,,-~,-I,~E~.,+I vanish for 
2 < s < n +2; that i,: H,+,(G!,,+,, G,‘)+ H,+,(G,+,, G,) is surjective; and, finally, that the 
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composition H.+,(G,, G,-I)+H,+I(Gb+,, Gm’)+Hm+dGm+~, CL) has the same image as i,. A 
diagram chase of 
fL+,(Grn+~. G,,,)+ H,(G,)- K(Gm+d 
shows /3 0 a is injective. 
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